
BORN AND RAISED in France, Baron attended the Ecole des Arts  
Appliques where he studied design, sculpture, and painting. Since moving to 
New York in 1982, Baron has worked as the art director for Barneys, helped  
re-invent Italian Vogue, was creative director for Harpers Bazaar,  
redesigned French Vogue, and is presently the editorial director for  
Interview.  Though he has made a big contribution to television, digital,  
product, and packaging design, his vision and creative expression can be 
better felt and seen through the pages in his editorial work. Baron founded 
Baron & Baron, Inc, the most sought out boutique advertising agency in the 
luxury brand community. His work may have influenced you to pick up an 
issue of Interview or to snag a bottle of Calvin Klein’s CK ONE perfume.
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Baron has helped reshape Andy Warhol’s Interview magazine. In 1991, Harpers Bazaar 
magazine commissioned the HTF Didot typeface under the envision of both Fabien 
Baron and the editor-in-chief Liz Tilberis. Since then, HTF Didot is religiously used by 
Baron and can be found in many of his editorial works in Vogue, Interview, Bazaar, as 
well as in the many books has published. Baron’s print design is formed heavily around 
being simple yet bold and loud,  switching between bold and italic fonts within the same 
page brings a sense of elegant fun. Baron enjoys  
using the element of whitespace to help the  
reader find its way to the focus of the pages. He 
type is uusually bunched up close together but be-
cause HTF Didot has both bold and fine lines, its 
never a chore to be able to read the type. Majority 
of the photorgraphy he uses in his publications are 
black and white and also uses black or white text to  
compliment the images. 
           In the early 90’s, Barone began working  
with Calvin Klein and in 1994, directed Calvin 
Klein’s CKOne campaign and designed the iconic  
bottle for the fragrance. The first “unisex” fragrance  
deserved a bottle that would embody both  
masculine and feminine features.  Sleek and 
rounded edges with a frosted glass bottle and  
silver typeface; simple yet elegant.  The bold silver 
cap and using lowercase typeface lets the customer 
get a sense of the smell of the fragrance as well as 
the light hue in color of the bottle.  This similiar
design can be seen in the popular fragrance  
designs he has done.


